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May 22, 200 l

Honorable Tim Leslie
4164 State Capitol

GAMING: BANKED GAMES - #9041

Dear Mr. Leslie:

QUESTION

Is Section 330.11 of the Penal Code, as added by Chapter 1023 of the Statutes of
2000, and as proposed to be amended by Assembly Bill No. 54 of the 2001-02 Regular
Session, as amended March 13, 2001, constitutional?

OPINION

Section 330.11 of the Penal Code. as added by Chapter 1023 of the Statutes of
2000, and as proposed to be amended by Assembly Bill No. 54 of th.. 2001-02 Regular
Session, as amended March 13, 2001, is constitutional.

ANALYSIS

Section 330 of the Penal Codel reads as follows:

"330. Every person who deals, plays, or carries on, opens, or ( auses to be
opened, or who conducts, either as owner or employee, whether for .iire or not,
any game of faro, monte, roulette, lansquener, rouge et noire, rone 0, tan, fan-
tan, seven-and-a-half, twenty-one, hokey-pokey, or any banking or percentage
game played with cards, dice, or any device, for motley, checks, ere. .it, or other

I All section references are to the Penal Code, unless otherwise sp' cifically provided.
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representative of value, and every person who plays or bets at or agail .st any of
those prohibited games, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be puni ihable by
a fine not less than one hundred dollars ($100) nor more than one: .housand
dollars ($1,000), or by imprisonment in the county jail not exce !ding six
months, or by both the fine and imprisonment." (Emphasis added.)

Thus, generally, every person who deals, plays, carries on, oper 5, or conducts or
who plays or bets at or against any banking game played with cards or lice is guilty of a
misdemeanor. While the term "banking game" is used in Section 330, it is r ot defined in that
section. In 2000, a statutory definition of "banking game" for the purpo: es of Section 330
was enacted in Section 330.11 by Assembly Bill No. 1416 (Ch. 1023, Still s. 2000; hereafter
Chapter 1023).

That section reads as follows:

"330.11. 'Banking game' or 'banked game,' as those terms a e used in
Section 330 and in the Gambling Control Act (Chapter 5 (comrneicing with
Section 19800) of Division 8 of the Business and Professions Code), refers to a
game in which the house, a player, or other entity is a participant in the game,
taking on all comers, paying ail winners, and collecting from all 10 .ers. The
bank is actually involved in the play, and serves as the ultimate ~ource and
repository of funds, dwarfing that of all other participants in :he game.
'Banking game' or 'banked game' does not include a controlled g irne if the
published rules of the game feature a player-dealer position and pl ovide that
this position must be continuously and systematically rotated amen ~st each of
the participants during the play of the game, ensure that the play, r-dealer is
able to win or lose only a fixed and limited wager during the play OJ the game,
and preclude the house, another entity! a player, or an obse rver from
maintaining or operating as a bank during the course of the g ime. For
purposes of this section it is not the intent of the Legislature t i mandate
acceptance of the deal by every player if the division finds that the J des of the
game render the maintenance of or operation of a bank impossib e by other
means. The house shall not occupy the player-dealer position."

Section 330.11, as added by Chapter 1023, thus provides that a 1 ,rohibited "banked
game" or "banking game" has four elements. The first three element l describe what is
included in the definition of a banking game, as follows:

(1) The house, a player, or other entity is a participant in the lame, taking on all
comers, paying all winners, and collecting from all losers.

(2) The bank is actually involved in the play.
(3) The bank serves as the ultimate source and repository of fun..s, dwarfing that of

all other participants in the game,
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In addition to these three elements, Section 330.11, as added b I Chapter 1023,
contains a fourth element, which excludes certain games of chance from the definition of
"banking game." Specifically, the section provides that a game is not a bai .king game if the
published rules of the game feature a player-dealer position and provide' hat this position
must be continuously and systematically rotated amongst each of the partie ipants during the
play of the game, ensure that the player-dealer is able to win or lose only a fixed and limited
wager during the play of the game, and preclude the house, another entn y, a player, or an
observer from maintaining or operating as a bank during the cour ie of the game.
Section 330.11 also prohibits the house from occupying the player-dealer pc sition.

Assembly Bill No. 54, as amended March 13,2001 (hereafter AJ .54), proposes to
amend Section 330.11 as added by Chapter 1023, as follows:

"330.11. "BanRinggame"Of4sanRed~Ethose terms rrst seetin
Sectton no armin me Gambling Control1tct {Chapter 5 (commenc: ng with
Section 19MO) of Di vision aof me Business and P rofesstoTIs eode);: ' efers f6 a
game tn which me house, a player, OfOther3:nttty Is a participant inG Ie game,
taking on aft comers, paying atl winners, and: (olleering from aft tosers 'file
Dan!<IS actually mvonred tn me play; ane!:serves as me uldmate source and
repository of funds. l3'anking game" or "banRe<i game"

"330.11. 'Banking game' Q[ 'banked game' does not include a controlled
game if the published rules of the game feature a player-dealer pc sition and
provide that this position must be continuously and sysrernarica Iy rotated
amongst each of the participants during the play of the game, ensu 'e that the
player-dealer is able to win or lose only a fixed and limited wager :luring the

play of the game, and preclude the house, another entity, a pla fer, or an
observer from maintaining or operating as a bank during the cot rse of the
game. For purposes of this section it is not the intent of the L(:l islature to
mandate acceptance of the deal by every player if the division fin, ls that the
rules of the game render the maintenance of or operation of a bank impossible
by ocher means. The house shall not occupy the player-dealer positi in." 3

2 Section 330.11 excludes certain controlled games from the de inition of"bankillg
game." Controlled games include most games of chance (See. 337j). Bee; use Section 330.11
applies only if there is a player-dealer position, that section applies to care games and similar
games of chance.

1Additions are shown in underline and deletions are shown in stri ceout.
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Section 330.11, as proposed to be amended by A.B. 54, would del .te elements (1),
(2), and (3), and retain only element (4). Section 330.11, as proposed 1:( be amended by
A.B. 54, would, thus, provide that a" rotating deal" game is not a prohibited' banked game" or

"banking game."
Neither Chapter 1023 nor A.B. 54 purports to amend the provisi in of Section 330

thar prohibits banking games as a criminal offense. Thus, the issue pres! nted is whether,
with respect to defining "banked games" or "banking games," Section 3311.11 of the Penal
Code, as added by Chapter 1023 and as proposed to be amended by A.3. 54, authorizes
gaming activities prohibited under the California Constitution. If so, Sect on 330.11 would
not be valid since a statute inconsistent with the California Constitution i'void (Nougues v.
Douglass (1857) 7 Cal. 65, 70).

By way of background, under the doctrine of separation of powirs, the powers of
state government are executive, legislative, and judicial, and persons chargee with the exercise
of one power may not exercise the powers of the other unless expressly permitted by the
Constitution (Sec. 3, Art. III, Cal. Consr.). Section 1 of Article V )f the California
Constitution vests "[rjhe supreme executive power of this State ... in the Governor." The
role of the executive branch is to "see that the law is faithfully executed" (II .id.). Generally it
may be said that "it is for the Legislature to make public policy and for the executive to carry
out the policy established by the Legislature" (California Radioactive lvL:l eri.'ds Management
Forum v, Department of Health Services (1993) 15 Cal.App.4th 841, 870).

Section 19 of Article IV of the California explicitly recognizes th.. Legislature's role
in defining the gambling policy of the stare. That section reads as follows:

"SEe. 19. (a) The Legislature has no power to authorize lot eries, and
shall prohibit the sale of lottery tickets in the State.

"(b) The Legislature may provide for the regulation of horse races and
horse race meetings and wagering on the results.

"(c) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the Legislature by st itute may
authorize cities and counties to provide for bingo games, but only for charitable
purposes.

"(d) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), there is autho .ized the
establishment of a California State Lottery.

"(e) The Legislature has no power £2 authorize, Wd sh;~J prohibit,
casinos of the type currently operating in Nevada and New Jersey!

"(f) Notwithstanding subdivisions (a) and (e), and any other p .ovision of
state law, the Governor is authorized to negotiate and conclude compacts,
subject co ratification by the Legislature, for the operation of slot rns chines and
for the conduct of lottery games and banking and percentage cat'( games by
federally recognized Indian tribes on Indian lands in California in iccordance
with federal law. Accordingly, slot machines, lottery games, and b. .nking and
percentage card games are hereby permitted to be conducted and C oerated on
tribal lands subject to those compacts.
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"(f) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the Legislature may .uthorize
private, nonprofit, eligible organizations, as defined by the Legislnure, to
conduct raffles as a funding mechanism to provide support for thei: own or
another private, nonprofit, eligible organization's beneficial and, haritable
works, provided that (1) at least 90 percent of the gross receipts from the raffle
go directly to beneficial or charitable purposes in California, and (2) a Iy person
who receives compensation in connection with the operation of a r ,ffle is an
employee of the private nonprofit organization that is conducting he raffle.
The Legislature, two-thirds of the membership of each house concur ring, may
amend the percentage of gross receipts required by this subdivis on to be
dedicated to beneficial or charitable purposes by means of a state re that is
signed by the Governor." (Emphasis added.)

Thus, in our opinion, the California Constitution designates the Legislature as the
branch of government responsible for establishing the fundamental public :lolicy of the state
in regards to gambling.

Subdivision (e) of Section 19 of Article IV of the Califo 'nia Constitution
(hereafter Section 19( e)) was added to the Constitution as part of th. California State
Lottery Act of 1984, an initiative measure approved by the voters as Pro oosition 37 at the
November 6,1984, statewide general election. Section 19(e) provides that "[tjhe Legislature
has no power to authorize, and shall prohibit casinos of the type curr :ntly operating in
Nevada and New Jersey."

Section 19(e) was interpreted by the California Supreme Court in Hotel Employees
& Restaurant Employees International Union v, Davis (1999) 21 CalAth 585 (hereafter Davis).
That case involved an original mandamus action challenging the constir itionality of "The
Tribal Government Gaming and Economic Self-Sufficiency Act of J 998," a statutory
initiative approved by the voters as Proposition 5 at the November 3, 1998 statewide general
election (hereafter Proposition 5; Id., at p. 590). In construing Section 15 (e), the court held
that, in light of the contemporary understanding of that phrase in 1984, md in light of the
ballot pamphlet analysis and arguments of Proposition 37, the electors vho approved the
California State Lottery Act of 1984 would have understood that this pW1 ision endowed the
existing statutory prohibitions on gambling, including Section 330 of the. 'enal Code, with a
new, constitutional status (Id., at p. 60S, and P: 609, fn. 5). The court d .rerrnined that the
substantive gaming activities authorized by Proposition 5 were, in fact, in, onsistent with the
anticasino provision of Section 19(e), and because in a conflict betwei n a statutory and
constitutional law the latter must prevail, Proposition 5, as a statutory i iiriative, could not
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authorize gaming activities that were ~rohibited under the California CO! stitution (Id., at

pp. 589 and 605).4 I
As described above, SectionI330.1l, as added by Chapter 1023 ar d as proposed to

be amended by A.B. 54, defines the term "banking game" or "banked game' for the purposes
of Section 330. Whether the ter~ "banking game" or "banked gam :" as defined in .
Section 330.11, as added by Chapter /1023 and as proposed to be amend:d by A.B. 54, is .
unconstitu:ional is an issue that mustj be resolved by the courts as a matte r of law, not as a
question at fact (Huntington Park Clu4 Corp. v. County of Los Angeles (1988 ' 206 Cal.App.3d
241, 247). To determine whethh either of these versions of S .ction 330.11 is

I
unconstitutional, we look to the cases that have considered what const tutes a "banking
game" or "banked game" for the purposes of Section 330. The Legislatu 'e is presumed to
have had knowledge of these decisions when it enacted Section 330.11, as. .dded by Chapter
1023, and A.B. 54 would be enacted i& light of these decisions (see Estate 0) McDill (1975) 14
Cal.3d 831, 839). /

In 1998, the Court of Appeal in Oliver v. County of Los .i .ngeles (1998) 66
Cal.AppAth 1397 (hereafter Oliver) lnalyzed a card game called "Newjac •.." to determine if
the playing of that game was prohibit~d by Section 330. Since "Newjack" 'vas not one of the

I
games specifically mentioned in Section 330, the Oliver court concluded d· at the question of
the legality or illegality of "Newjack" !depended upon whether the game q ialified as either a

I

banking or a percentage game (Oliver, supra, at P: 1401). The court reason. d as follows:
;
I

"(3) 'Section 330 embo~ies several differing approaches tc gambling
regulation. Those games specifically mentioned are banned outrigl t. Rather
than undertaking numerous p¥cemeal amendments every time a ru w game is
deemed worthy of ptohibitiqn, the Legislature adopted the "t mking or
percentage game" test as a flexible means of reaching two evils perc,e 'led by the
Legislature.' (Sullivan, supra, /189 Cal.App.3d at r- 679). '[A] .ard game
played for money not specifica!lly listed under section 330 and not' ilayed as a
banking or percentage game is ~ot prohibited. [Cirations.]' (Tibbet 5 v, Van de

IKamp (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 489,393 [271 Cal.Rptr. 792].)
"(4) 'Banking game has 90me to have a fixed and accepted me ming: the

"house" or "bank" i§ ~ participimt in the game, taking Q11 all comers paying all
winners, and collecting from Iall losers. [Cirations.]' (Sullivan, mpra, 189
Cal.App.3d at p.678.) '[TlhJ house Is actuall)! involved in ~~ i§ status ~

I

I
I

4 Subsequent to the decisidn in Davis, Proposition lA was appro -ed by the voters at
the March 7, 2000, primary electionl which authorized Indian gaming cc mpacts that would
permit banking and other games by Jay of a constitutional amendment. Si nee Proposition 1A
permits banking games only in the context of Indian gaming compacts, and ~ecrion 330.11 is not
limited to that context, Proposition 1.4.. does not affect this analysis.

I

I
i
I
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the llltimate ~ and repo~itor~ of funds dwarfing th;:u of tIl Q.ther
participants in the game.' (Id., at p. 679.)

! ~ " *[

"Section 330 was enactedl in 1872. According to expert test mony in
Tibbetts v. Van de Kamp, supra,h22 Cal.App.3d at page 393, .... the common
thread among the games specircalty listed in section 330 at the n ne of its
enactment was that they were cfsino games, i.e., banking or percema ~egames,
which were deemed especially i"suspect" because, among other res sons, the
house had an advantage and li~~tless funds.' 'Apparently, the evil SO! 19ht to be
controlled by section 330 is thelhouse having an imere'§l in the garr~ ( whether
through acting as banker or taking !! percentage gf the wagers. [( itations.]'
(Walker v. Meehan (1987) 194 Fal.App.3d 1290, 1296 [240 CaLRp .r. 171J.)"
(Oliver v, County of Los Angeles, supra, at pp.1404~1405; emphasis add, d.)

I
Thus, pursuant to Oliver, a:"banking game" prohibited under Se :tion 330 refers to

a game in which (1) the "house" or "l:iank" is a participant in. the game, taJ lng on all comers,
paying all winners, and collecting frori all losers; (2) the house is actually i: .volved in play, its
status as the ultimate source and repojsitory of funds dwarfing that of all or lee participants in
the game; and (3) the house has an in~erest in the game, by acting as banker

In 1999, the California Supreme Court issued its decision 11. the Davi. case
discussed above. In that case, the ~upreme Court discussed "banked g; rnes" or "banking
games" as follows: I

I
[

"[C)ommencing in 1872, ~ection 330 of the Penal Code has pn hibited all
'banking' game~, that is, those !games in which there ~ !!person Q.J: !ntity that
participates in the action ~ ~ one against the many' (People v. Amb »se (1953)
122 Cal.App.2d Supp. 966, 97p (265 P.2d 191]), 'taking on all ssm ~ ~
all winners, and collecting from all losers' (Sulliv,m v, 'Pox (,987) 189

I
Cal.App.3d 673, 678 (235 Cf.Rptr.5J), doing §.Q through ~ fUll! ~ g.enerally
called the bank (Western Telcon, supra, 13 Cal.sth at P: 487).

n ••• In, a banking,game, r. , the banker, '~a}:Csoff all w~~ning. 'lagers and
keef1:i alllosmg wagers. (Id., ~t p. 485.) He IS In fact a ~artlCJpant .nd, hence,
'competef s] with. the other parbcipants: "he i§. the one againg the m ~.'" (Id,
at P: 488.) He has an 'interest ~n the outcome of th~ game, because 1 he amount
of money' he 'will have pay odt,' or be able to take in, 'depends up'·n whether
each of the individual bets is {von or lost: (Ibid.) The result is vs riable: the
banker may either win or lose ~s to either some or all of the other F articipants.
(see ra, at pp. 485,487, 489, 4~4.)

i
I
j

I
I
I

I
I
i
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"[A) banking game, within the meaning of Penal Code sect on 330'5
prohibition, may be banked hy someonsz other than the QWIT of th(~ ;ambling
facility. (Oliver v. County of Los Angeles (1998) 66 CaI.AppAth 1397, 1 ~07-1409
[78 Cal.Rptr.2d 641J.)" (Davis, supra, at p. 592; emphasis added.)

Thus, the California Supreme Court in Davis stated that a '" ranked game" or
"banking game" is a game in which there is a person or entity (1) that F articipates in the
action as "the one against the many," (2) "taking on all comers, payin.~ all winners and
collecting from all losers," (3) who has an interest in the outcome of the 1arne: and (4) the
game may be banked by someone other than the owner of the gambling fa.' :lity (Ibid.). This
construction is consistent with the construction of the term given by the Court of Appeal in
Oliver, supra. Indeed, in Davis, the Supreme Court cites the reasoning of C liver on this point
with approval (Davis, supra, at p. 608). Thus, a "banked game" or "ba nking game" also
includes a game in which the house is involved in play, its status as the 111 .imare source and
repository of funds dwarfing that of all other participants in the game, as th ! Court of Appeal
in Oliver concluded (Oliver, supra, at pp. 1404-1405).

In summary, under decisional law existing prior to tl e enactment of
Section 330.11 and its proposed amendment, a "banked game" or "banking ;ame" was held by
the courts to be a game in which there is a person or entity (the house or bank) that (1)
participates in the action as "the one against the many", (2) by "taking on ill comers, paying
all winners and collecting from all losers": (3) has an interest in the outcon .e of the game; (4)
may be someone other than the owner of the gambling facility; and (5) is 2 .tually involved in
play, its status as the ultimate source and repository of funds dwarfinj that of all other
participants in the game.

We have considered whether the dements of Section 33C.11, as added by
Chapter 1023 or as proposed to be amended by A.B. 54, as outlined abov e, would meet the
constitutional standards set forth by the courts in Oliver and Davis. . J./ e conclude that
elements (I), (2), and (3) of Section 330.11 as added by Chapter 1023 are constitutional
because the language of those elements is for practical purposes identical tc the language used
by the courts in Oliver and Davis to define a prohibited "banked game" or "\::anking game."

Element (4) as added by Chapter 1023 provides that a "rotating deal" game is not a
prohibited "banked game" or "banking game:' Thus, dement (4) excludes rom the definition
of a "banked game" or "banking game" a game in which the player dealer position is
continuously and systematically rotated among the participants. the pla} er-dealer is able to
win or lose only a fixed and limited wager during the play of the game, ne ther the house nor
any other entity may maintain or operate as a bank during the course of the game, and the
house may not occupy the player-dealer position. Element (4) thus descri ies a game that is a
modification of a "banked game" where the position and advantages c f the player-dealer
rotate from player to player in fixed order. A game played on this ba: is was held to not
violate Section 330 of the Penal Code in the case of Hrmtington Park Club Corp. v. Cormty of Los
Angeles (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 241 (hereafter Huntin.gton Park).
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In Huntington Park, city ordinances authorized the playing of a for n of the game of
pai gow in certain gaming establishments or clubs (Huntington Park, supra, < t P: 244). These
clubs were subsequently ordered by the police to Cease and desist from playing pai gow
because the game was deemed by the county district attorney to amount to a banking or
percentage game prohibited under Section 330 (Ibid.),

The court, at page 245, found that the game of pai gow as played n the dubs could
be characterized as follows:

H* * *

"(d) ... In any given round of play, the participant designated :0 receive
the dealer hand is required to place a fixed wager.

"(e) The dealer position continually and systematically rorat es among
each of the participants.

"(f) Plaintiffs [the house J do not participate as a player in the ~ame, and
have no interest in the outcome of play.

'* :( *
"(i) No participant ever plays against or makes a wager agains . plaintiffs

(the house J."

Thus, this form of pai gow is a game in which the dealer positii -n continually and
systematically rotates among the participants, the dealer is required to p: ace a fixed wager,
and the house is not a participant.

The dubs sought and obtained from the superior court a de!' iararory judgment
that pal gow as played in the dubs was neither a banking nor a percental~ e game prohibited
under Section 330 (Id., at P: 244-245). The county appealed the judgmer t, alleging that pai
gow as played in the dubs violated both the proscription of Section 330 against percentage
games and the proscription of Section 330 against banking games (Id., at P: 249).

The COUrt of Appeal reversed the lower court's judgment in pa:t because it found
that pai gow as played in the clubs was a percentage game which is prohibi ed by Section 330.
However, the Court of Appeal did agree with the lower court that pai g< was played in the
clubs was not a banking game. The Court of Appeal held that the def ninon of "banking
game" is a legal question and that the term has come to have a fixed and accepted meaning;
the "house" or "bank" is a participant in the game, taking all comers, payi 19 all winners, and
collecting from all losers (Id., at P: 250). The Court of Appeal applied tJ is definition to the
facts of the case and determined that under those facts pai gow is ru-t a banking game
proscribed under Section 330 because neither the house nor any other .nrity maintains or
operates a bank (Ibid.; see also City of Bell Gardens v, County ~fLos. \.ngeies (1991) 231
CaLApp.3d 1563,1568-1569).

The court in Oliver, supra, also considered the definition of a l: anking game in the
context of the game of Newjack. Under the rules of Newjack, the pl. yet-dealer position
rotates from player to player, with a player having the option to be pl iyer-dealer for two
consecutive hands. However, a player can decline to be a player-dealer, a ld the option keeps
passing until a player accepts the option to be player-dealer (Id., at p. 104 '). In that case, the
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coun found that there is a potential that all players but one would c ecline to act as
player-dealer, and thus the player-dealer position does not have to rotate a nong the players
(Id., at P: 1408). This potential that the game could involve only one ph yer acting as the
bank was held by the court to mean that the game is a prohibited bank ng game (Id., at
p.1409). Thus, in Oliver, supra, the court found that a game 1m1( lying a rotating
player-dealer position could constitute a prohibited banking game if the play er-dealer position
is not required to rotate. However, the court recognized that if the player dealer position is
required to rotate, the game is not a prohibited banking game (Id., at p.140f ).

Thus, under Huntington Park, supra, and Oliver, supra, a game in which the dealer
position continually and systematically rotates among the participants, the dealer is required
to place a fixed wager, the house is not a participant, and neither the hoi rse nor any other
entity maintains or operates a bank is not a banking game and is not violativ : of Section 330.

Both Oliver, supra, and Huntington Park, supra, construed the ten 1 "banking game,"
as used in Section 330 prior to the decision of the Supreme Court in Davis, supra.
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the construction of the term by th : Court of Appeal
in Oliver, supra, was relied upon by the Supreme Court in Davis, supra, in construing the
meaning of the prohibition on banking games contained in Section 330. Thus, when the
Supreme Court in Davis, supra, stated that Section 19(e) of Article IV of the California
Consrirution was intended in part to constiturionalize the prohibitions C() trained in Section
330 (Davis, supra, at P: 609, fn. 5), the prohibitions of Section 330 are a, discussed by the
Supreme Court in Davis, supra, including the construction placed on t iat section in the
previous cases. Therefore, we conclude that neither Section 330 nor Sectir n 19(e) of Section
IV of the California Constitution prohibits the use of a player-dealer posit .on in a card game
if the position is required by the rules of the game to rotare among players,

Applying this construction to element (4), we conclude that e lement (4), which
excludes from the definition of a proscribed "banked game" or a "bankin ; game" a game in
which the player-dealer position is continuously and systematically r itared among the
participants, (he player-dealer is able to win or lose only a fixed and limite l wager during the
play of the game, neither the house nor any other entity may maintain 01 operate as a bank
during the course of the game, and the house may not occupy the player -dealer position, is
consistent with this construction.

Accordingly, it is our opinion that Section 330.11 as enacted! y Chapter 1023 is
constitutional.

Section 330.11, as proposed to be amended by A.B. 54. would ..elere elements (1),
(2), and (3), and retain only element (4). Section 330,11, as proposed co be amended by
A.B. 54, would thus provide that a "rotating deal" game is net a prohibire, . "banked game" or
"banking game." As indicated above, the courts have found this type )f game not to be
violative of Section 330, Although the effect of A,B. 54 would thus be to d elete the provisions
of Section 330.11 that define the characteristics of a game that does q laliEy as a "banked
game" or "banking game," the removal of that definition from the Penal I :ode would not, in
our view, authorize unlawful gambling to occur or otherwise violate any ( f the constitutional
constraints discussed above.
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Accordingly, we conclude that Section 330.11 as proposed to be amended by
A.B. 54 is also constitutional.

In summary, it is our opinion that Section 330.11 of the Penal ( ode, as added by
Chapter 1023 of the Statutes of 2000 and as proposed to be amended I)y Assembly Bill
No. 54 of the 2001-02 Regular Session, as amended March 13,2001, is cons' itutional.

Very truly Y ours,

Bion M. Gr :gory
Legislative ( .ounsel
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